
118th Congress 
 

      

 1st Session 
 

    

         

  H. Res. __ 
 

  

         

         

  H.R. 5283 - Protecting our Communities from Failure to Secure the 

Border Act of 2023 
  

H.R. 5961 - No Funds for Iranian Terrorism Act 
  

S.J. Res. 32 - A joint resolution providing for congressional 

disapproval under chapter 8 of title 5, United States Code, of the rule 

submitted by the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection relating 

to "Small Business Lending Under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act 

(Regulation B)". 
   

  

         

  1. Structured rule for H.R. 5283. 

2. Waives all points of order against consideration of the bill. 

3. Provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the 

chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Natural 

Resources or their respective designees. 

4. Provides that an amendment in the nature of a substitute consisting of the 

text of Rules Committee Print 118–15 shall be considered as adopted, and 

the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. 

5. Waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended. 

6. Makes in order only those amendments printed in part A of the Rules 

Committee report accompanying the resolution.  Each amendment shall 

be considered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only 

by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall 

be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and 

controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to 

amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the 

question. 

7. Waives all points of order against the amendments printed in part A of the 

Rules Committee report. 

8. Provides one motion to recommit. 

9. Structured rule for H.R. 5961. 

10. Waives all points of order against consideration of the bill. 

  



11. Provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the 

chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs 

or their respective designees. 

12. Provides that an amendment in the nature of a substitute consisting of the 

text of Rules Committee Print 118–14, modified by the amendment 

printed in part B of the Rules Committee report, shall be considered as 

adopted, and the bill, as amended, shall be considered as read. 

13. Waives all points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended. 

14. Makes in order only those amendments printed in part C of the Rules 

Committee report accompanying the resolution.  Each amendment shall 

be considered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only 

by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall 

be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and 

controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to 

amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the 

question. 

15. Waives all points of order against the amendments printed in part C of the 

Rules Committee report. 

16. Provides one motion to recommit. 

17. Closed rule for S. J. Res. 32. 

18. Waives all points of order against consideration of the joint resolution. 

19. Provides that the joint resolution shall be considered as read. 

20. Waives all points of order against provisions in the joint resolution. 

21. Provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the 

chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Financial 

Services or their respective designees. 

22. Provides one motion to commit. 
 

         

         

  RESOLUTION 
 

  

         

  Resolved, That at any time after adoption of this resolution the Speaker 

may, pursuant to clause 2(b) of rule XVIII, declare the House resolved into 

the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union for consideration of 

the bill (H.R. 5283) to prohibit the use of Federal funds to provide housing to 

specified aliens on any land under the administrative jurisdiction of the Federal 

land management agencies. The first reading of the bill shall be dispensed with. 

All points of order against consideration of the bill are waived. General debate 

shall be confined to the bill and shall not exceed one hour equally divided and 

 



controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on 

Natural Resources or their respective designees. After general debate the bill 

shall be considered for amendment under the five-minute rule. In lieu of the 

amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Committee on 

Natural Resources now printed in the bill, an amendment in the nature of a 

substitute consisting of the text of Rules Committee Print 118–15 shall be 

considered as adopted in the House and in the Committee of the Whole.  The 

bill, as amended, shall be considered as the original bill for the purpose of 

further amendment under the five-minute rule and shall be considered as read. 

All points of order against provisions in the bill, as amended, are waived. No 

further amendment to the bill, as amended, shall be in order except those 

printed in part A of the report of the Committee on Rules accompanying this 

resolution. Each such further amendment may be offered only in the order 

printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in the report, 

shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the 

report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall 

not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division 

of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All points of 

order against such further amendments are waived. At the conclusion of 

consideration of the bill for amendment the Committee shall rise and report the 

bill, as amended, to the House with such further amendments as may have been 

adopted. The previous question shall be considered as ordered on the bill, as 

amended, and on any further amendment thereto to final passage without 

intervening motion except one motion to recommit.  

Sec. 2. At any time after adoption of this resolution the Speaker may, 

pursuant to clause 2(b) of rule XVIII, declare the House resolved into 

the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union for consideration of 

the bill (H.R. 5961) to freeze certain Iranian funds involved in the 2023 hostage 

deal between the United States and Iran, and for other purposes. The first 

reading of the bill shall be dispensed with. All points of order against 

consideration of the bill are waived. General debate shall be confined to the bill 

and shall not exceed one hour equally divided and controlled by the chair and 

ranking minority member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs or their 

respective designees. After general debate the bill shall be considered for 

amendment under the five-minute rule. In lieu of the amendment recommended 

by the Committee on Foreign Affairs now printed in the bill, an amendment in 

the nature of a substitute consisting of the text of Rules Committee Print 118-

14, modified by the amendment printed in part B of the report of the Committee 

on Rules accompanying this resolution, shall be considered as adopted in the 

House and in the Committee of the Whole. The bill, as amended, shall be 

considered as the original bill for the purpose of further amendment under the 

five-minute rule and shall be considered as read. All points of order against 

provisions in the bill, as amended, are waived. No further amendment to the 



bill, as amended, shall be in order except those printed in part C of the report of 

the Committee on Rules. Each such further amendment may be offered only in 

the order printed in the report, may be offered only by a Member designated in 

the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified 

in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, 

shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for 

division of the question in the House or in the Committee of the Whole. All 

points of order against such further amendments are waived. At the conclusion 

of consideration of the bill for amendment the Committee shall rise and report 

the bill, as amended, to the House with such further amendments as may have 

been adopted. The previous question shall be considered as ordered on the bill, 

as amended, and on any further amendment thereto to final passage without 

intervening motion except one motion to recommit. 

Sec. 3. Upon adoption of this resolution it shall be in order to consider in 

the House the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 32) providing for congressional 

disapproval under chapter 8 of title 5, United States Code, of the rule submitted 

by the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection relating to ‘‘Small Business 

Lending Under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (Regulation B)”. All points of 

order against consideration of the joint resolution are waived. The joint 

resolution shall be considered as read. All points of order against provisions in 

the joint resolution are waived. The previous question shall be considered as 

ordered on the joint resolution and on any amendment thereto to final passage 

without intervening motion except: (1) one hour of debate equally divided and 

controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on 

Financial Services or their respective designees; and (2) one motion to commit.  

 

         

 

SUMMARY OF AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 5283 IN PART A PROPOSED TO 

BE MADE IN ORDER 

 

(summaries derived from information provided by sponsors) 

 

Sponsor # Description Debate 

Time 

1. Ogles 

(TN) 

#25 (LATE) (REVISED) Requires a report on the 

number of specified aliens provided housing on 

federal lands. 

(10 

minutes) 

2. 

Velázquez 

(NY) 

#14 (REVISED) Allows the Interior Secretary to 

provide housing when the originating state has 

failed to meet certain criteria. 

(10 

minutes) 

 

https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_326_xml231128114506785.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_326_xml231128114506785.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/VELAZQ_059_xml231122114954056.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/VELAZQ_059_xml231122114954056.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/VELAZQ_059_xml231122114954056.pdf


SUMMARY OF AMENDMENT TO H.R. 5961 IN PART B PROPOSED TO 

BE CONSIDERED AS ADOPTED 

 

Sponsor # Description  

1. McCaul 

(TX) 

#1 (MANAGER’S) Makes changes to remove references to 

"International Financial Institutions" and inserts clarifying 

language to ensure that the bill does not constitute a revenue 

measure. 

SUMMARY OF AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 5961 IN PART C PROPOSED TO 

BE MADE IN ORDER 

 

(summaries derived from information provided by sponsors) 

 

Sponsor # Description Debate 

Time 

1. 

Fitzpatrick 

(PA) 

#17 Adds findings that condemn Hamas and Iran-

backed terror groups for using human shields 

and that only the unconditional surrender of 

Hamas and other Iran-backed terror groups will 

save innocent civilian lives. 

(10 

minutes) 

2. 

Cherfilus-

McCormick 

(FL), Levin 

(CA) 

#9 Adds a sense of Congress that the terrorist-

funding, human rights-violating Iranian regime 

should receive no additional funds but that basic 

humanitarian assistance for the people of Iran is 

important. 

(10 

minutes) 

3. 

Gottheimer 

(NJ) 

#14 Corrects the number of hostages being held by 

Hamas 

(10 

minutes) 

4. Norman 

(SC) 

#21 (LATE) Requires a 45 day waiting period 

between Presidential certification and removal of 

sanctions to provide an opportunity for 

congressional oversight. 

(10 

minutes) 

5. Ogles 

(TN) 

#2 (REVISED) Expresses a Sense of Congress that 

all US allies in the Middle East should publicly 

and unequivocally condemn the antisemitism 

displayed by Iranian-backed terror groups, 

(10 

minutes) 

https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/MCCAUL_093_xml%20to%20RCP%20of%20HR%205961231109182628288.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/MCCAUL_093_xml%20to%20RCP%20of%20HR%205961231109182628288.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/FITZBR_083_xml231122091650745.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/FITZBR_083_xml231122091650745.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/FITZBR_083_xml231122091650745.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/CHERFL_025_xml231121093735055.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/CHERFL_025_xml231121093735055.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/CHERFL_025_xml231121093735055.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/CHERFL_025_xml231121093735055.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/CHERFL_025_xml231121093735055.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/GOTTHE_138_xml231121161415634.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/GOTTHE_138_xml231121161415634.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/GOTTHE_138_xml231121161415634.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/NORMSC_126_xml231128092735356.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/NORMSC_126_xml231128092735356.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_322_xml%20(002)%20(1)231128100206990.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_322_xml%20(002)%20(1)231128100206990.pdf


including Hamas. 

6. Ogles 

(TN) 

#4 (REVISED) Prohibits the use of federal funds to 

make any funds (as such term is defined in 

section 2339C(e)(1) of title 18, United States 

Code) available to Iran. 

(10 

minutes) 

7. Ogles 

(TN) 

#5 (REVISED) Expresses a Sense of Congress that 

Qatar should condemn Hamas, turn over Hamas 

leadership to US and Israeli custody, and pledge 

never to facilitate the transfer of covered Iranian 

funds to Iran. 

(10 

minutes) 

8. Ogles 

(TN) 

#7 (REVISED) Expresses a Sense of Congress that 

the Houthis continue to benefit from the Biden 

Administration's unwillingness to unequivocally 

condemn them. 

(10 

minutes) 

9. Pfluger 

(TX), Roy 

(TX), 

Wilson 

(SC), Clyde 

(GA), Ogles 

(TN), 

Weber 

(TX), 

Duncan 

(SC), 

Womack 

(AR), 

Bacon 

(NE), Hern 

(OK) 

#6 (REVISED) Prohibits the President from 

exercising the waiver authority described in 

section 1245(d)(5) of the 2012 NDAA and sections 

1244(i) and 1247(f) of the Iran Freedom and 

Counter-Proliferation Act of 2012. 

(10 

minutes) 

10. Porter 

(CA), 

Salazar 

(FL) 

#19 (LATE) Requires the President to issue a report 

to Congress within 120 days of the enactment of 

this Act to outline Administration policy related 

to human rights, nuclear proliferation, the 

ballistic missile program, and regional terrorism 

in Iran. 

(10 

minutes) 

11. Porter 

(CA), 

Tenney 

(NY), Lieu 

(CA), 

Salazar 

(FL), 

#20 (LATE) (REVISED) Commissions a report 

regarding Iranian internet censorship and 

applicable United States licensing requirements. 

(10 

minutes) 

https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_324_xml%20(002)231128100511064.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_324_xml%20(002)231128100511064.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_312%20(revision)231113130924491.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_312%20(revision)231113130924491.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_323_xml%20(002)231128095849752.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/OGLES_323_xml%20(002)231128095849752.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PFLUGE_169_xml231128102130455.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_178_xml231127100704995.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_178_xml231127100704995.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_178_xml231127100704995.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_178_xml231127100704995.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf


Fitzpatrick 

(PA) 

12. Jackson 

(IL) 

#10 Adds a five-year sunset provision requirement. (10 

minutes) 
 

 

https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/PORTCA_179_xml231127114947565.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/JACKIL_017_xml%5B19%5D231121141653465.pdf
https://amendments-rules.house.gov/amendments/JACKIL_017_xml%5B19%5D231121141653465.pdf

